
Daily learning grid for Year 3 / 12.01.21 

Maths Task 
(suggested 
time 1hr) 

Aim: Multiplication Sentences 
 
Watch the following video to support your learning 
https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/week-1-number-multiplication-and-division/ 
(Multiplication using the symbol) 
 

Next, log onto Active Learn using your Bug club login. Rather than Bug Club, click onto Power 
Maths. This week you will be using the Year 2A Textbook and Practice book. These are recap 
sessions that have been taken from the Year 2A Power Maths book. 
 
The Year 2A Text book pages and workbook have been allocated to you. Work through the 
textbook pages 196 – 199 (Multiplication sentences) and complete any practice questions on 
these pages in your A5 maths book.  
 
Now, complete questions on pages 143 – 145 (Multiplication sentences) in your A5 maths book. 
Please write the question number, followed by any working out and the answer, then write the 
next question underneath. 
 
Please remember to use your pencil when completing your maths.  

Daily English 
Task 

Aim: To be able to write sentences using consistent past tense. 
 
Starter activity: 
 
Watch the video to recap the use of prefixes at the start of words to change their meaning: 
Prefixes in KS2 spelling 
*Download the Daily English Task, Prefix Words, 12.01.21* Resource* from the ‘resources’ on 
the year 3 page. 
Now think about the prefixes –un and –dis. These prefixes make the words mean the opposite. 
Example: un + able = unable 
 
Task 1: Use the table in the resource to make new words using the prefixes. Use a dictionary (or 
online dictionary) to check your words have a proper meaning. 

 Write the date, the aim and underline 

 Either draw the table in your book or print the table. 

 Read the word, choose the correct prefix and write the new word. 
 
Example:  Even   |   -un   |   Uneven    
 

Aim: To be able to write sentences using consistent past tense. 
Task 2:  

 Ask a parent/carer to slowly retell the discovery of the cave paintings. 

 Listen for the past tense verbs. Write down as many past tense verbs as you can.  
 
Example: “Robot fell down a hole... Marcel climbed down to him. (Fell is the past tense 
of fall) 
 

Task 3:  

 Choose three or four scenes to draw cartoons for. 

 Write sentences for each scene, using past tense verbs. 

 Remember to use imaginative words and phrases (you can borrow some from the text) 

Weekly 
Spelling 

Log on to Spelling shed for this week’s challenge focussing on –sure (e.g. treasure, pressure, 
leisure) 
 
Activity: Using the spellings from yesterday, find the definition of each word and write it down in 

https://whiterosemaths.com/homelearning/year-2/week-1-number-multiplication-and-division/
https://youtu.be/SkJ1J_G4DNg


 

your book next to the word. 
 
Word List:  
insure 
reassure 
leisure 
measure 
pleasure 
pressure 
closure 
treasure 
ensure 
enclosure 
 
Challenge: Put these words in to alphabetical order. 

Daily Reading Read a real or eBook or choose one from Bug club. 

Daily Times 
Table 

Please go to Sumdog for your daily times table challenge.  

Daily Topic 
lesson 
(suggested 
time 1hr) 

Handwriting 
 
Aim: To practice writing ascenders and descenders correctly. 
 
Ascenders are letters that go above the middle line up to the top and descenders are letter that 
go below the line. 
 

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
 
Please write the long date and aim before starting your work. 
 
Using the handwriting lines worksheet under the remote learning resources tab, practice writing 
your –sure spelling words above.  
 

insure 
 
If you are unable to print the worksheet, practice writing the –sure words in your A4 green book. 
 
Challenge: Write a sentence using each of the 10 words. Remember to use capital letters, full 
stops and the correct ascenders and descenders. These sentences can be written on the 
handwriting lines worksheet or in your A4 book.  


